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 Have you ever gone hunting and saw a dead deer that had trash on its neck? That 
happened to my dad and I this past fall. It was sad and a waste.That's one reason why 
people should not litter. Litter can affect more than just deer. I don't know about you,but 
I like to hunt and be in the woods. And I don't want the woods to be full of trash. 
 
   I love to hunt. When you have to get up early and you don’t want to go, but you get up 
and just do it. When you get into the woods and hear a deer or see a deer, then you get 
excited and regret being frustrated about having to get up so early. Nature is so nice. 
The snow falling off the trees and the squirrels playing tag all makes me smile. It's fun 
when you think you won’t get a deer and when you're walking back and you see a deer 
and get pumped. 
 
   If you see a piece of trash you could pick it up. It is not that hard to just  pick up a 
piece of trash and throw it away. If we recycle more  bottles or paper they won’t end up 
where they should not be. If you recycle, then the trash can’t get in the water and kill 
some sea animals. Another good choice is to play outside. If you stay inside all day then 
you won’t get fresh air and you are wasting money when you use electronics. It's good 
for you to go outside and make a fort, or mow the lawn, or do something productive 
besides sitting inside for the day. 
 
   Even though we're just kids, if everyone picks up just a few pieces of trash, then there 
will be less trash to end up where it should not be. The trash should go in a trash bin or 
recycle bin, not in the water or thrown out the window of a car. Everyone working 
together can make a difference.   We need to recycle or throw away less trash. That 
way all the sea animals, forest animals, and birds could live a better life. We could live a 
better life with the new fresh air and water that doesn’t have as much trash in it. 
 

As you can see, if we all do our fair share we can help the world. One thing we 
can all do is help pick up trash and put plastic water bottles in the recycling bin. 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 




